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CAN HUMANS “FLY” OR WALK THROUGH WALLS?
Unleashing The Super Powers Of Invisibility and Levitation

By Tim R. Swartz

OUT of all the magical secrets that mankind has sought over the
ages, probably the two most universal desires would be the ability
to become invisible and to fly, or levitate at will. Countless spells,
incantations, potions and talismans have been created, all with
the purpose to achieve the goals of invisibility and unaided flight.
Now thanks to researcher Tim R. Swartz and retired military intel-
ligence operative Commander X, working in tandem with others,
we are happily prepared to proclaim the secrets to fulfilling these
mystical “dreams” are at hand.  A new book by the publisher of
this newsletter reveals the most astounding information on these
mind blowing concepts.

* * * * *

Many people today would scoff at the notion that one can be-
come invisible, or fly with the help of magical or occult powers. How-
ever, ancient wisdom passed down from antiquity indicates that such
“powers” are available if one only knows the true secrets of the lost
wisdom of the ages.

These secrets, some which have been lost for centuries, have
now been gathered together from the four corners of the Earth. It is
now the 21st century, and the time is right for these lost teachings to be
revealed to those willing to take on the great responsibility that such
incredible powers can endow on an individual.

For those who would use these abilities on a quest for knowl-
edge, or to help their fellow man, then they will find their path is readily
before them, with guides and assistance to help them along their spiri-
tual journey.

Throughout history there have been those individuals who
claim that they can make their flesh and bones “fade” from view. These

master adepts use mystical, meta-
physical or occult powers. They
are advanced humans who have
discovered various techniques
that give them supernatural pow-
ers. Some of them have used
magick, others have superior
mental abilities.

 A serious student of raja
yoga was once taught that certain
supernormal powers, called
Siddhas, were a natural outcome
of gaining mastery over one’s

mind and environment, and were used
as valuable indications of the student’s
spiritual progress. One of these yogic
Siddhas was human invisibility.

Patanjali, author of the Yoga-
sutra, one of the earliest documents
among the early Indian writings, de-
scribed the process to produce human
invisibility. He said that concentration
and meditation can make the body im-
perceptible to other men, and “a direct
contact with the light of the eyes no
longer existing, the body disappears.”
The light engendered in the eye of the
observer no longer comes into contact
with the body that has become invisible,

Continued on Page 2 >

See Page 10  For Updated Info.
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and the observer sees nothing at all. The mystery is how this could possibly oc-
cur, the explanation of the process of invisibility was most likely left up to the
teacher to impart to the student directly.

The infamous – or famous, depending upon your perception – magi
Aleister Crowley wrote: “The real secret of invisibility is not concerned with the
laws of optics at all. The trick is to prevent people noticing you when they would
normally do so. Said another expert: “When the mind inhabits emanation of its
radioactivity it ceases to be the source of mental stimuli to others, so that they
become unconscious of the presence of an Adept of the Art, just as they are un-
conscious of invisible beings living in a rate of vibration unlike their own.”

THE PECULIAR TALENT TO LEVITATE

Newton’s law of gravity does not always work. There are some humans
who defy the law without meaning to. They apparently have no control over them-
selves and will float skyward without expending any effort. Madame Alexandra
David-Neal, the French explorer who spent 14 years in Tibet, relates a strange
case in her book, Mystere et magique en Tibet.

She wrote that she had once seen a naked man weighed down with heavy
chains. A friend of his told the author that because of intense mystical training,
his body had become so light that if he didn’t drape himself in chains he would
float away.

Stories about human levitation are not rare. It is perhaps the most
commonly mentioned miracle in yogic and Tibetan Buddhist Literature and in
the lore of the Roman Catholic Saints.

Unknown to most people is the fact that just about anyone can levitate.
You don’t have to be a psychic. You don’t have to have some kind of magical
formula. All you have to know is the rules of levitation, and be willing to obey
them.

Those who have truly accomplished the art of levitation say that with
few exceptions the phenomenon requires training and discipline for a long pe-
riod of time. There is a mysterious law at work, a law that says the body will be
given permission to defy the law of gravity.

Spontaneous or random levitations may also work on this principle. The
levitator may accidentally stumble upon the natural ability that permits them to
rise into the air. Investigator Charles Fort, who wrote huge volumes of strange
events during the early part of this century came across a case of a 12-year old
boy named Henry Jones from Shepton Mallet in England who rose to the ceiling
on several occasions. The year was 1657. At one time the boy was observed sail-
ing over a garden wall. The distance was 30 yards. If he knew the secret formula,
it didn’t last long for him. After one year he lost his ability to levitate. Afterwards
he was shunned by the townspeople who believed him bewitched.

SCIENCE OR MYSTICISM?

One way to find useful clues as to how human levitation might work is to
analyze what the various groups that occasionally produce such reports have in
common. Several connections are obvious. A belief in spirits and/or a spiritual
realm is integral to shamanism, mysticism, spiritualism, spirit possession and
poltergeist activity. Although such beliefs do not actually amount to proof that
spirits and a spirit realm actually exist, they do suggest that something is going
on; but what?

The people who belong to these groups often enter trances or altered
states of consciousness—either voluntarily or involuntarily—and many of them
develop paranormal abilities other than levitation. This introduces the closely
related and often controversial subjects of parapsychology and consciousness

Concludes on Page 3 >
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research, which will be discussed later. Alien abductions also
have several interesting similarities with these groups.

Many abduction experiences closely resemble
shamanic initiation experiences. Like shamans, abductees
often develop an animistic perspective in which they see
aliens as a type of spiritual being from another realm or di-
mension. They may also develop various paranormal abili-
ties, including healing. Like some shamans this may involve
the ability to look into a person’s body and diagnose illness,
almost as if they had x-ray vision.

Do these “powers” come from supernatural entities,
extraterrestrials or are they the product of our own subcon-
scious? It doesn’t really matter if the powers that are trans-
mitted are useful to us in a positive way!

Historical accounts suggest that some mystics were
most reluctant to reveal instances of spontaneous levitation
in case they were thought to be possessed. The Catholic re-
searcher Olivier Leroy in his book Levitation: An Examina-
tion of the Evidence and Explanations (1928) makes it quite
plain that he believes that saints that levitate are divinely
blessed, while spirit mediums are just being duped by de-
monic entities. Leroy is clearly biased, but one wonders what
he would have thought about alien abductions if he were still
alive.

The Catholic church’s apparent ambivalence about
miraculous phenomena makes human levitation harder to in-
vestigate because it reduces the number of witnesses and
subsequent documentation of such events. For example, the
Croatian stigmatist Father Zlatko Sudac, who visited America
early in 2002, claims to have “the gifts of levitation, bilocation,
illumination, and the knowledge of upcoming events.” How-
ever, when asked about them during a recent interview, he
declined to elaborate until the Catholic hierarchy had made
a pronouncement about the matter.

A variation on religious ambivalence is the poor
documentation of miraculous events in cultures where para-
normal abilities are taken for granted. Such a blasé attitude
is illustrated by a story about the Tibetan yogi Milarepa (1052-
1135) who is reported to have once levitated over the heads
of some distant relatives who were plowing a field.

The man’s son spotted the levitating monk and
called to his father to stop work and observe the miracle.
Milarepa’s relative looked up, saw the levitating holy man,
and firmly instructed his son to ignore that “good-for-noth-
ing” and get back to work.

SPECIALLY PREPARED GEMSTONE KIT
YOU CAN USE WITH

MARIA D’ ANDREA’S BOOKS & DVDS
Contains green agate, amethyst, carnelian, citrine,
hematite, green jasper, rose quartz, green quartz,
clear quartz, sodalite, and tiger’s eye, and a vial of

lavender oil and a blue travel bag.
ADD THIS KIT TO YOUR ORDER

FOR JUST $20.00
Tim Beckley • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

CAN WE LEARN TO
FLY THROUGH
THE AIR WITH

THE GREATEST OF
EASE?

IS IT POSSIBLE TO
WALK THROUGH

WALLS OR OTHER
SOLID OBJECTS?

YES! SAYS A
FORMER MILI-
TARY INTELLI-
GENCE OPERA-
TIVE, AN EMMY

AWARD WINNING
JOURNALIST AS

WELL AS  NUMEROUS SAINTS AND MYSTICS

NOW YOU CAN LEARN TO UNLEASH THE SUPER
POWERS OF INVISIBILITY AND LEVITATION!

Out of all the magical secrets that mankind has sought
over the ages, probably the two most universal desires would
be the ability to become invisible and to fly, or levitate at
will. Countless spells, incantations, potions and talismans
have been created, all with the purpose to achieve the goals
of invisibility and unaided flight.

Now thanks to Tim R. Swartz and retired military intelli-
gence operative Commander X, working in tandem with vari-
ous sages, shamans and adapts, we are happily prepared to
proclaim the secrets to fulfilling these mystical “dreams”
are at hand. This mind blowing – and mind stretching – book
reveals the most astounding information on these extraordi-
nary  concepts.

Contents Include:

The Quest For Instant Invisibility
What Is In The Mysterious Mist?

The Realm of Invulnerability
Prayers and Spells For Invisibility

Spiritualists And Mystics Who Have Proven They
Possess Incredible Talents

How You Can Learn The Art Of Levitation
How To Make The Most Of These “Eerie” Talents

Invisibility And Levitation As A “Science”

Order Levitation And Invisibility – Learn To Use The
Incredible Super Powers Within You!

For just $20.00 + $5.00 S/H

MYSTICS PROCLAIM YOU CAN WEAR THIS ANCIENT
AMULET (REPLICA) TO BECOME INVISIBLE!

This medallion goes back thousands of
years. It is said to have been used in the
time of Christ. Can you fool your enemies?
Can you do the impossible and walk
through walls? The adepts of old pro-
claimed its power.
Order The Seal Of Invisibility for just $20 + $5 S/H

Tim Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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We are involved in global warfare. Big
Brother has us under his thumb. His use of elec-
tronic and mind control harassment operates at
the speed of light and can torture, maim and kill
us all! Someone is watching us day and night. Per-
haps through our TV screens. Definitely 24/7 on
the telephone. And how about that unmarked black helicopter or the satellite that
passes over at the same time every day?  Also included is the story of internationally-
known model Candy Jones. As British researcher explains in the Fortean Times, “Deeply
perverted sexuality appears to have been an implicit element in the covert agenda.
She was frequently stripped, put to bed, drugged, hypnotized and tortured by various
parties. She was put onto medical examination tables and suffered Gestapo-like in-
terrogations.” Furthermore, Sean Casteel takes us deep into the UFO abduction phe-
nomenon and whether UFO encounters are all they seem to be on the surface. Are
they part of some weird off-world mind control program?

MIND CONTROL SEX SLAVES AND THE CIA
Researchers Tracy Twyman, Nick Redfern, and Commander X reveal the un-

imaginable rape, torture and bloody rituals of leading politicians involved in child
abuse rings, use of the dark side of the occult, drug running and human sacrifices.
What is the truth about PROJECT MONARCH and the insanity affairs of the most
powerful people in the world? Can we believe anything they tell us when you con-
sider that many would like to turn us in human Sex Slaves. An acknowledged clas-
sic. — $22.00

•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•
MIND STALKERS – MIND CONTROL OF THE MASSES
Commander X and Tim Swartz says there is no denying that the powers that be

can subliminally implant thoughts into a person’s mind to control their actions, even
utilizing telephones by impressing a coded message while negotiating with an indi-
vidual. One of the most recent devices is this program of deception isi the use of
unmarked helicopters as a form of electronic mind control harassment. — $20.00 — $20.00 — $20.00 — $20.00 — $20.00

Plus On DVD Now!

ARE THERE SECRET CLUES HIDDEN WITHIN THIS MOVIE?
SANDY HOOK LINGERIE PARTY MASSACRE
Alex Jones and David Icke web sites were recently abuzz  trying to connect

the dots between the mass killings by possible “mind controlled” assassins in the
Batman Theater and Sandy Hook incidents. By “coincidence” this film was pro-
duced years ago by Tim Beckley as horror host “Mr Creepo.” Runs approx 80 min-
utes. Adult theme. Some female nudity. Over 18 to order!- $20.00

AND DID YOU MISS 666 IN THE MOVIES?
Is Satan running Hollywood? Is the Devil CEO of one of the major motion

picture studios? The number of the “Beast”  the Anti-Christ has showed up in doz-
ens of films from Disney on down. You be the judge. Runs approx 80 minutes -
$20.00

SUPER SPECIAL – All items this page (3 books/2 DVDs) $89.00 + $6 S/H
and we will throw in another DVD – TRANCE MIND CONTROL – as a bonus.

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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NEW – LARGE FORMAT – 250 PAGES - $22.00
Timothy Green Beckley’s
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It has been the dream of philosophers
and scientist alike. The fantasies of every
small boy and the musings of writers and
poets throughout the ages; to be able to
shed the shackles of seconds, minutes
and hours, to go beyond the confines of
today and the shadows of yesterday.

Time travel...the very words seem to
conjure up the infinite possibilities of the
past and future revealed. 

Whether by mechanical means like
the controversial Montauk Project, or by
using the untapped powers of the human
mind, time travel is a reality that offers
mankind the potential of freedom from
the limitations of our universe.

SEE THE FOLLOWING PAGE >

TIME SLIPS - REAL TIME MACHINES - AND HOW-TO EXPERIMENTS TO GO FOR-
WARDS OR BACKWARDS THROUGH TIME AND SPACE. OR JUST ENJOY THINKING

OF ALL THE POSSIBILITIES. . . 4 BOOKS FOR YOUR AMAZEMENT NOW AVAILABLE!
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Plans For Time Travel Machines That Really Work - Re-
vised And Updated Edition: How To Move Through Time And
Space—Authored by Patricia C Ress, Preliminary work by Steven Gibbs,
with Nick Redfern, Commander X,  Scott Corrales,  Tim R. Swartz

They call Steven L. Gibbs, “The Rain Man Of Time Travel.”  —
Jesse Ventura recently discussed Steven’s invention on his TV show,

Conspiracy Theory.  — You have heard him on Coast to Coast speaking
with Art Bell and George Noory — Now learn about some of his simplest
devices for Time Travel that you can actually implement  to visit the past
as well as the future, as meticulously noted by researcher Patricia Ress,
who  has detailed and sketched out Steven’s work at its very basics for
all to utilize NOW!  Yes! This large workbook and study guide — this is
NOT a skimpy pamphlet like others dare  to sell — contains actual us-
able diagrams for time travel machines you can construct in a reason-
able amount of time. Most essential parts can be easily obtained in your
own town for a modest fee. PLEASE NOTE — THIS MATERIAL IS NOT
MEANT TO BE USED FOR UNLAWFUL OR IMMORAL PURPOSES.  Fur-
thermore, this book contains GOVERNMENT TIME TRAVEL SECRETS,
the codes of which have been cracked by some of the top researchers in
this fascinating field.  This book is the only reference on the subject that
thousands of truth seekers have long been asking for. RIDE THE WAVE
OF THE FUTURE! — PERFECTLY SAFE — TRY FOR YOURSELF! — $24.00

Time Travel - Fact Not Fiction: Time Slips, Real Time Ma-
chines, And How-To Experiments—by Commander X and  Tim R.
Swartz

EINSTEIN ONLY HAD PART OF THE EQUATION!  ORDINARY PEOPLE
HAVE TRAVELED BACKED AND FORTH THROUGH THE CORRIDOR OF
TIME AND SPACE – AND THIS COULD BE YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO DO
SO AS WELL.  Up until recently it was thought that Einstein had revealed
all there ever was to know about time and space and how we could never
travel forward or backward in time without reaching the speed of light.
Today those that have adopted the “string theory” of Physics have come
to believe that everything in the universe exists at one time simulta-
neously. Retired Intelligence Operative Commander X and Emmy Award
winning Tim R. Swartz have declared in this valuable book – written in
easy to read terms – that we are not prisoners of Time and Space, but
rather are prisoners of our physical bodies and the learned behaviors of
existing in the material world. The Universe and its many mysteries await
those who are not afraid to throw off the shackles of unawareness and
begin the quest of exploration and learning. In TIME TRAVEL – FACT
NOT FICTION!, a vastness of relevant topics are reviewed and discussed
logically, including:  Spontaneous Cases of Time Travel — People Caught
In The Eddies Of Time — An Encounter With Spirits — Or A Brief Visit To
The Past? — The Mystery of Time Slips — Doorways in Time — People,
Buildings and Towns From Beyond Time — The Restaurant At The Edge
Of Time — Flight Into The Future — Is Death a Jump in Time? — Are
UFOs Time Machines? — The Philadelphia Experiment and the Montauk
Project – Working Time Machines — Nikola Tesla’s Time Travel Experi-
ments — Human Time Machines — Techniques for mental time travel —
UFOs and Time Distortion.  — $20.00

UFOs, Time Slips, Other Realms, And The Science Of
Fairies: Another World Awaits Just Beyond The Shadows Of Con-
sciousness

 By Edward Sidney Hartland,  Timothy Green Beckley,  Sean Casteel,
Brent Raynes,  Tim R. Swartz

LITTLE MEN ARE NOT FROM MARS!   CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:
The occupants of these craft come in all shapes and sizes and have the
ability to mesmerize those they encounter...THEY are able to cloak them-
selves in various disguises and have made deceitful attempts to con-
vince those who observe their activities that they are visitors from an-
other planet; even if their claims are contrary to the evidence. A HUN-
DRED YEARS ago the good citizenry might have identified these deni-
zens are fairies or leprechauns, whereas in this technological age the
term “alien” might be more applicable. . . THESE BEINGS often behave
more like specters, phantoms or spooks, rather than flesh and blood
creatures from another planet. They can materialize as inter-dimensional
shape-shifters able to change form at will.  FREQUENTLY, THEY “abduct”
humans and take them to “another land” where a slippage in time oc-
curs. When the hapless mortals return to this “state of being” hundreds
of years may have gone by, while to the experiencers it may seem like
only a brief period of time has expired.  THEY DELIGHT in tempting hu-
mans into sexual intercourse, often impregnating females, but later
snatching up their offspring without warning, often in the dead of night,
all the while making those who tell their stories seem delusional.  Real-
ity is not “static” but beings can be coming here through “Time Slips.”

 — $20.00

Teleportation: A How to Guide: From Star Trek to Tesla
 By Commander X, Authored by Tim R. Swartz
NOW YOU CAN TRAVEL UP, UP and AWAY...INSTANTLY!
** Classified Experiments Concerning the Philadelphia Experiment,

Time Travel and Area 51 are revealed FOR THE FIRST TIME! ** PROOF
ALIENS HAVE LEFT BEHIND IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL CLUES! **
IT IS POSSIBLE TO MASTER THE ART OF TELEPORTATION WITH A BIT
OF PRACTICE ON THE PART OF THE READER!

Long thought to be the work of over imaginative writers, the author
now takes the subject beyond the void of pure speculation and into the
realm of 21st Century science. For according the COMMANDER X — a
former military intelligence operative with connections to the CIA and
Defense Department — on a number of occasions he witnessed the test-
ing of highly classified super TOP SECRET black project aircraft engaged
in maneuvers over Area 51 in the Nevada desert. Furthermore, the na-
tional whistle-blower claims he actually sat at the helm of one of these
ships as it bio-located from one place to another...INSTANTLY! COM-
MANDER X further insists it is within the realm of possibility for the reader
of this book to learn the fundamentals of teleportation and participate in
experiments of their very own — no matter how outlandish this may seem!
In detail, he describes his own work with the military in developing skills
necessary to engage in spontaneous teleportation...skills that could very
well lead you along the path to personal gratification and success. —
$20.00

TIME TRAVEL IS A THING OF THE FUTURE!

ORDINARY PEOPLE HAVE TRAVELED BACK AND FORTH
THROUGH THE CORRIDORS OF TIME AND SPACE – THIS

COULD BE YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO DO SO AS WELL.
BONUS – ORDER ALL FOUR ITEMS AND RECEIVE BONUS TIME TRAVEL DVD

ALL BOOKS ARE LARGE FORMAT AND ARE FULLY ILLUSTRATED AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND
Enjoy one or more items, or order all four time travel books for just $64.00 + $5.00 S/H
BONUS! ORDERS FOR ALL FOUR ITEMS WILL INCLUDE A FREE TIME TRAVEL DVD

Timothy Beckley • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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BONUS SECTION AND ROUND
TABLE DISCUSSION JUST ADDED

TO THIS REVAMPED EDITION

T. LOBSANG RAMPA’S
FEEDING THE FLAME

“IN MY PREVIOUS WORKS I HAVE
SAID IT IS ALWAYS BETTER TO LIGHT
A CANDLE OR TWO THAN TO CURSE
THE DARKNESS.” DESPITE THE PAIN

AND SUFFERING OF HIS ILLNESS,
RAMPA HAS TAKEN SPEED TO WRITE

THIS INSPIRING TITLE THAT WILL
FEED THE FLAMES OF YOUR DESTINY

AS WELL AS YOUR SOUL

As Dr. Lobsang Rampa lay, desperately ill, in a Canadian
hospital, he looked up with pleasure to see his old friend and
mentor, the Lama Mingyar Dondup, standing by his bedside.

But it was with some dismay that he listened to the mes-
sage that the Golden Figure had brought. Lobsang Rampa’s
work on this plane was not, as he thought, completed; he had to
write another book, his eleventh, for there was still more of the
mystic truth to be revealed to the world. Here then is that elev-
enth book. . . one of his most important, Rampa has personally
proclaimed!

Feeding the Flame is mainly concerned with answering
some of the multitude of questions which Dr. Rampa’s readers
have put to him over the years. It covers such subjects as:

• Life after Death • Suicide • Meditation  • Quija Boards
• Astral Travel In Other Dimensions • Psychic Healing

In this volume Tuesday Lobsang Rampa will also voice his
opinions quite strongly on life in the modern world as he has
found it. Many controversial thoughts indeed!

This volume has been completely revamped, the type re-
formatted for easy reading, and minor corrections made where
necessary. Plus, most important is the round table discussion –
“Everything You Want To Know About T. Lobsang Rampa, But
Had No One To Ask!”

Chaired by Jeffery Pritchett, host of Church of Mabus ra-
dio on the internet, join our round table discussion on the life of
this most humble of men. Tim Swartz and Tim Beckley have pub-
lished and followed Rampa’s work for over a quarter of a cen-
tury and share their thoughts with you for the first time.

This Expanded Edition Of Feeding The Flame Is
$20.00 + $5.00 S/H

www.conspiracyjournal.com/
www.teslasecretlab.com

AND THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE!

Our books, products and services are for experimental purposes.
They are not endorsed by the AMA, FDA or any other federal or
local agency. We offer our merchandise on a non-returnable ba-
sis to those who seek the truth about matters neglected by the
“Establishment.” We appreciate your patronage and hope you
will tell all your like-minded friends about our publications.

Timothy G. Beckley
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FREE DVD WITH ORDERS $30 OR MORE
FROM THIS ISSUE —  OR WHEN YOU

ORDER NIGHTMARE ALLEY

CAMILLE JAMES HARMAN “DIARY OF AN
ABDUCTEE” . INTERVIEWED BY TIM

BECKLEY, TUCSON, AZ - SUMMER 2012

Camille tells her story to a na-
tional audience for the first time
and it is a humdinger! What pur-
pose might the aliens have for
her?

What are their global inten-
tions? It all began after reading

Whitley Strieber’s
C o m m u n i o n .
Camille took this
photo of a strange
craft over Sedona,
AZ in 2008. Has
she tapped into a
bewildering “UFO
source?”

NIGHTMARE ALLEY
FEARSOME TALES

OF ALIEN
ABDUCTIONS

NEW EVIDENCE YOU
COULD BECOME

THEIR NEXT VICTIM!

ALIENS?
ULTRA- TERRESTRIALS?

MK-ULTRA STORM
TROOPERS?

• Is there evidence that humans are being held under-
ground against their will and tortured?

• Are hybrids being bred in foaming vats seven levels
down in Dulce, NM military base?  • Will it be necessary
to join an ET “resistance unit?” • Have some rogue mili-
tary personnel attempted to speak the truth but been “si-
lenced” – PERMANENTLY?

This large format, 200+ page dossier, reveals startling
FACTS about over 50 abductions, some of which have
been popularized in the UFO press – OTHERS HAVE
NEVER BEEN PUBLISHED BEFORE. Fear is said to be a
state of mind – and NIGHTMARE ALLEY proves that there
are terrorists amongst us lurking in the dead of night.
Order NIGHTMARE ALLEY by Tim Beckley, Wm Kern

with additional source material by B.J. Booth.
Book and DVD  for just $20 + $5.00 S/H

Timothy Beckley
Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

WANT TO READ MORE BY T LOBSANG RAMPA?
Add $20 for each title below. $249 for all titles + $12.00 S/H

(  )  THE HERMIT •  (  ) TIBETAN SAGE • (  ) SAFFRON ROBE •  (  ) CANDLELIGHT
(  ) THE THIRD EYE • (  ) MY VISIT TO VENUS • (  )  BEYOND THE TENTH •

(  ) THE RAMPA STORY • (  ) MY VISIT TO AGHARTA • (  ) TWILIGHT
(  ) FLIGHT OF THE PUSSYWILLOW • (  ) CAVE OF THE ANCIENTS

(  ) LIVING WITH THE LAMA • (  ) DR. FROM LHASA
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THE LATEST FROM MARIA D’ANDREA (BOOK AND BONUS DVD)

HOW TO ELIMINATE STRESS AND ANXIETY
THROUGH THE OCCULT

 Get Up Off That Psychiatrists Couch, Read This Book And Turn To The Oc-
cult For Drug-Free Advice And Wisdom . You deserve to live stress free! With the
help of a few “ritualistic tools” – crystals, gemstones, herbs, oils, music, prayer in-
cluded – your life can change for the better in NO TIME  – Never offered before HERE
ARE BUT A FEW THINGS ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST ACCLAIMED SPIRITUAL AD-
VISOR SAYS YOU CAN ACCOMPLISH UTILIZING THE INFORMATION CONTAINED
WITHIN HER JUST RELEASED BOOK: ★  Overcome Physical Mishaps And Injuries. ★
Recreating Prosperity. ★  Achieving Your “Right” Weight. ★ Eliminate Addictions. ★
Creating A Rhythm With Hectic Work. ★ Rediscovering Your Erotic Prowess, And
Reclaiming Your Sexual Drive. ★  Handling Chances With Career And Home.  ★
Achieve Peace And Harmony In Personal Or Business Affairs. ★ Dealing With Sepa-
ration Of Spouse Or Romantic Partner. ★  Changing How Others See You. ★ Reacti-
vating Your Physical Movements. ★ Rebuilding One’s Self Image. ★ Erasing Despair. ★
Attracting Friendship And Love. ★  Manifesting Quick Money. ★ De-Stressing With
Gemstone Meditations And Herbal Applications. ★ Change Lack Of Satisfaction. ★
Focusing Your Mental Powers And Memory. ★ Learning To Handle Unstable Children
And Disgruntled Workers.  A BETTER LIFE IS HERE FOR THE TAKING, AND IT CAN
COME FASTER AND BE MORE SATISFACTORY THAN YOU EVER BELIEVED POSSIBLE!

Book and DVD Special just $22.00. Order:
HOW TO ELIMINATE STRESS AND ANXIETY

READY – SET – GO!!! — EXPERIENCE SUCCESS AND PROSPERITY
FROM THE OCCULT.  LATEST  TITLES GUARANTEED TO GET YOUR

LIFE BACK ON THE RIGHT TRACK!

CURSES AND THEIR REVERSALS:ÊPLUS OMENS,
SUPERSTITIONS AND THE REMOVAL OF THE EVIL EYE

By The World’sMost PowerFul Curse Breakers:
Lady Suzanne Miller, Maria D’ Andrea, Dragonstar, William Oribello

Do you sometimes feel like you’ve locked horns with the
Devil?  Does it seem like you’ve been jinxed – that someone has
put the double whammy on you?  Now you can finally be free of all
misfortune as Good Luck is just around the corner!  For centuries,
people have been closely observing the world around them in the
belief that certain events could foretell the future. These signs are
called Omens, and their meanings have been handed down from
generation to generation. Did you know it is considered good luck
when you find a spider in your house at night? Or that a crowing
hen signifies bad fortune? Many people still think that carrying a
magnetic lodestone will protect them from evil and curses.  This
work will teach you how to remove ALL Hexes from your life – Sur-
round yourself with Pure White Light and the Blessings of the Cre-
ator. There are Laws of the Universe,  designed to protect you and
cancel out all negativity from those who wish you band luck
and misfortune. The Evil Eye, Curses, Black Magic will never
trouble you again! Here are literally dozens of curses and supersti-
tions along with the spells and rituals that will enable you to van-
quish bad luck, know the future and create a better, happier life
for you and your loved ones.

ORDER NOW!
CURSES AND THEIR REVERSES IS JUST $20.00.

8
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SEE THE FUTURE IN THE FLICKER OF A CANDLE’S
FLAME  By using the arcane art of candle burning, you may
now obtain, luck, love, spiritual growth and all around good
fortune quickly and more easily than ever before. Whether you
are a professional psychic or novice in the occult sciences, this
book will teach you how to improve the accuracy of your spiri-
tual readings by adding the dimension of candle magick to the
form of divination you already feel most comfortable
using. Includes easy instructions for:  ** Wax, fire, ashes, smoke
readings. ** Candles and tarot. ** Water and mirror gazing. **
Readings By Using Colored Candles. ** Oil, incense, herbs and
MUCH MORE.  The author  is a member of an ancient clan of
metaphysicians and esotericists whose skills date back to the
ancient continent of Atlantis. CANDLE MAGICK DIVINA-
TION is only $16.00.  If you would like a deck of authentic tarot
cards add $25 and/or a “magick” scrying mirror, $40.00

SUPER SPECIAL: ALL THREE “NEW OCCULT BOOKS”
ABOVE (SEE PAGE 8) JUST $50.00 + $5.00 S/H

OVER 90 TITLES AVAILABLE ON KINDLE. KINDLE BOOKS CAN BE DOWNLOADED FROM ANY PC.

CANDLE MAGICK DIVINATION: GOOD LUCK - GOOD FORTUNE,
SECRETS OF YOUR FUTURE REVEALED IN THE FLAME!

by DragonStar with Tim R. Swartz

MAGICK OF THE PENTAGRAM
PLUS COSMIC SECRETS OF

THE MASTERS OF WISDOM; A
FINAL SOLUTION TO WORLD

PROBLEMS
Recently we came across one of

Oribello’s privately printed monographs on
the Five Fold Power of  the Pentagram and how
each of  its points represents one of  the  ele-
ments of  magical lore.

This is important information that goes
along with the Sealed Magical Book Of  Moses
which  Oribello also wrote. Combined with his

“lost work” on the Cosmic Masters who revealed their “final solution” for world problems. These
transmissions are a few years old but  still beneficial.”

—Order Cosmic Secrets Of The Masters for just $17.50
ALSO BY WILLIAM ORIBELLO—

USING CANDLE BURNING TO CONTACT YOUR PERSONAL GUARDIAN ANGEL
THE MOST IMPORTANT WORK EVER WRITTEN ABOUT ANGELS AND HOW TO CONTACT THEM AND GET

THEM TO ASSIST IN ALL THINGS BENEFICIAL.␣ ␣ INCLUDES SPECIAL ANGEL TRAINING DECREES THAT WILL
ALERT YOUR PERSONAL GUARDIAN ANGEL THAT YOU WISH TO CONTACT THEM IMMEDIATELY!  Topics Cov-
ered:  The Third Kingdom of Angels  — “Cleaning” A Location To Show They Are Welcome  — The Archangels Of The
Planets  — The Greatest Little Known Secrets About Angels  — Master Teacher Angels  — How To Become A Human
Angel  — Positive Contacts With Angels Using Colored Candles And What Times And Days To Burn Them.

Order Using Candle Burning To Contact Your Personal Guardian Angel  — $20.00
ORDER FROM: TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

Two Titles You Might Have Missed by William Alexander Oribello

9

ALL 5 BOOKS PAGES 8 AND 9 (Tarot Cards and Sacred Mirror NOT included) $80.00 + $8 S/H
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OVER 90 TITLES AVAILABLE ON KINDLE. KINDLE BOOKS CAN BE DOWNLOADED FROM ANY PC.

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF OCCULT MAGIC FROM AROUND THE GLOBE

PARTICIPATE IN SPELLS AND RITUALS MASTERED BY THE  BEST ADEPTS OF MANY LANDS

       SECRETS OF EGYPTIAN SPELLCASTING: AMULETS, TALISMANS AND MAGICAL LIFEFORMS
by E.A. Wallis Budge, M.A., and Introduction by Dragonstar—From the records of the prestigious
“Keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities” in the British Museum comes long forgotten knowl-
edge on how to adapt  dreams, tap the power of lucky and unlucky days, plus utilize talismans and charms
initially designed in the distant past in a useful and beneficial way. Hebrew, Greek, and Roman writers
referred to them as experts in the occult sciences, and as the possessors of arcane wisdom and knowl-
edge which could, according to circumstances, be employed to do either good or harm to man.  Saint
Stephen boasts that the great Moses “was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians,” and declared that
he “was mighty in words and in deeds,” and carried a special magical rod to assist in his “miracles.”
Learn the secrets of the ages in this work. - $24.00

     MAGIC AND MYSTERIES OF MEXICO by James Lewis Spence—
Famed journalist believed that Mexican Occultism could be the most fasci-
nating of the world’s Secret Systems. Here is the magic of the Maya, the Az-
tecs, and the Arcane Philosophy of the Mexicans. Their association with Witch-
craft, the “Old Religions,” the Mystical Books Of The Ages. This work opens many locked doors, peering into
the darkness of three main codices that have survived the action of both the conquerors, the action of the gods
and the providence of the universe. - $20.00

     KAHUNA POWER: AUTHENTIC CHANTS, PRAYERS AND LEGENDS OF THE HAWAIIANS
—by T.G. Beckley

YOU CAN LEARN THE MAGICAL WAYS OF THE KAHUNA - SO GREAT
ARE THEIR SUPERNATURAL POWERS THAT IT IS SAID THEY CAN
BRING BACK THE DEAD!—Ghosts and Gods of Hawaii; Helpful Spooks, Good

Spirits and Guardian Angels; Dire Warnings From the Goddess; Chants to Avoid Possession, Evil and Misfor-
tune; Animals and the Spirit World; Ritualistic Burials; The Menehune - Leprechauns of the Pacific. It is said that
the powerful Kahuna can cure almost any disease and ailment through proper use of herbs which they cultivate.
Communicate at will with higher dimensions and the departed souls of loved ones whom they are able to contact
for personal guidance and assistance in all matters of everyday life. Learn the ways of the Kahuna for more
power, protection and to excel in life more easily. -  $20.00

Special – All 3 titles $58.00 + $6.00 S/H
ORDER ALL ITEMS THIS PAGE FROM:

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

JEHOVAH:
GOD or ET?

* Jehovah and YVAH are
NOT the same being.

* Were we manipulated by
ETs posing as “gods?”

* There is a True God far
beyond these imposters.
* Sacrifices were for the

purpose of feeding imposter
“gods.”

* The Ark of the Covenant
was a communications

device.

This book describes the
originals and activities of

various space groups.
Pinpoints the many Biblical

scriptures and other
“sacred texts” that

describe spacecraft
AND TELLS THE

REAL REASON JESUS
WAS KILLED!

Order IS JEHOVAH AN

ET? by Dorothy Leon

for $14.00 + $5.00 S/H

A New Cosmology! Delivered thru spirit
intervention in 1870 in upstate NY to a prac-
ticing dentist.  Details the sacred history of earth for the past 24,000
years beginning with submersion of Pan in the Pacific.

 Tells about Einstein’s theories. War in space. Who manages
the earth. The glory of gods and goddesses. The truth about fly-
ing saucers.

A profound work deserving of serious attention.

THE WONDER BOOK OF ALL
AGES!  SPECIAL RAY PALMER

EDITION!
1250 Pages, 2 Volumes. Illustra-

tions. Most Complete Edition

Timothy Beckley • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Priced at $99.00 - Our special price $79.95.
Mailed directly from the printer
due to weight of seven pounds.

Add $8.00 for S/H for this item only.

The “Court Jester Of
UFOlogy” has passed, but
here is a rare reprint of his
UFO CRASH SECRETS
book (edited by Gray
Barker), plus added com-
mentary and notes from his
friends and associates
about the editor of Saucer
News and  Saucer Smear.

 CJ Publisher Timothy
Beckley began under
JWM’s wing. What a career.
You either loved him or
hated him - here is his story!
 
$20 (+ $5 S/H) for large for-
mat MOSELEY’S LOST
SAUCER SECRETS BOOK

JIM MOSELEY TRIBUTE
1931 - 2012
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OVER 90 TITLES AVAILABLE ON KINDLE. KINDLE BOOKS CAN BE DOWNLOADED FROM ANY PC.

Throughout history we have been surrounded by
invisible beings who can upon occasion materialize and
take up a variety of shapes and facades – even resem-
bling humans so that they can walk on the surface
undetected.  Some of these beings may come in peace.
. . while others are here for their own nefarious pur-
poses, perhaps going so far as to control our minds,
possess our body and do bloodcurdling experiments
upon us.   In 1966, a Gallipulis, Ohio, nurse saw a dome
shaped UFO land in a remote field. She was compelled
to walk toward the craft. Several seconds passed be-
fore a number of beings emerged from the UFO and
walked up to the woman, who found herself unable to
move. The woman said the aliens looked exactly like
earthlings and spoke to her for several minutes in per-
fect English. Eventually, the ship departed and the
woman wandered off in a daze.  Months later, while
walking along the street, she saw these same two men.
She ran into the local sheriff’s office in an attempt to
drag him out to see the “space people” for himself. He
refused. Since then she has been constantly ridiculed
by her neighbors.

YES! They can pass for humans, but they are NOT
and their true forms may be too horrific to comprehend.

PLUS! This volume contains dozens of strange
cases taken from the files of “Mr UFO” over decades.
Recently, Beckley – who is a frequent guest on Coast to
Coast AM and the ParaCast.Com—appeared on Will-
iam Shatner’s Weird or What? TV show where he re-
vealed the true origins of a strange little creature that
had been captured in an animal trap in Mexico and mis-
taken for an “alien baby,” which it definitely is NOT!
Amazingly, Tim Beckley reveals how to contact the
peaceful Guardians, and set up a telepathic bond with
the Watchers.

FREE CD NARRATED BY BRAD STEIGER

As a BONUS anyone ordering this book will receive at
no additional cost a 60 minute audio CD which discuses
the various forms of alien contact and how to acquire
the most positive benefits from a UFO sighting or close
encounter.

(  ) ORDER – THE BOOK OF AUTHENTIC
ULTRA-TERRESTRIAL CONTACTS, $20.00 + $5.00 S/H

Also Recommended:
(   )  Round Trip To Hell In A Flying Saucer - $22
(   )  Evil Empire Of The Ets — $20
(   )  Trilogy of the Unknown — $20
All Items This Ad Just  — $72.00 + $8.00 S/H

Make All Payments To:
TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY • BOX 753

NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
PayPal: MRUFO8@hotmail.com
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HERE ARE THE SECRET MASTER KEYS TO THE GREAT AWAKENING. . .  FOR THE FIRST TIME THE SPIRITUAL
HIERARCHY EXPOSES THE UNIVERSAL LAWS OF . . LIFE – MAGNETIC RESONANCE – ACTION AND REACTION –
LIGHT — VIBRATION – MIND – HARMONY – DIMENSIONS – LOVE –  POLARITY – ATTRACTION – MANIFESTATION

Following the death of the well respected channel Tuella – primary representative for the Ashtar Command on Earth – her
important last manuscript, THE MASTER SYMBOL OF THE SOLAR CROSS became impossible to obtain. This work contains
the key symbols that offer  us the basic laws governing every phase of our awareness as a complete unit of being. Here are the
Universal Laws that can make us co-creative spirits of God. Here is the Great Awakening that will enable us to evolve toward a
consciousness of the basic oneness of all life. This is the Great Lesson of absolute necessity of our living in accordance with the
Laws of Creation. OVER 300 LARGE SIZE PAGES, THIS WORK COMES WITH AN ACTUAL CHANNELING SESSION – CONVERTED
TO AUDIO CD – as given by the space entity known as Monka, as well as the only recorded lecture give by Tuella known to
exist. MASTER SYMBOL OF THE SOLAR CROSS was $50.00 – now just $29.95

Also Newly Revised: A NEW BOOK OF REVELATIONS —
A HARVESTING OF SOULS AT EARTH’S FINAL MOMENT: A GRAND DECEPTION FOR THE “LAST DAYS”

You are about the participate in the most fabulous transformation of humankind ever experienced. Here are shocking
revelations from the highest spiritual powers in the universe that will balance your chakras and tune-up your soul. These are
the final messages and warnings from the Ashtar Command, the Space Brotherhood, and the Masters of Universal Wisdom.
This work corrects many of the misconceptions and inaccurate translations made of the Old and New Testaments and lays the
foundation for “A New Book of Revelations” as transcribed to Tuella, the official representative for outer space and inner
consciousness. Now is the time to get ready for the GREAT CHANGES to happen in our lifetime!

Order A NEW BOOK OF REVELATIONS for just $20.00

Both Titles $44.00 + $5.00 S/H

SUPER SPECIAL
ALL ITEMS THIS PAGE
JUST $99.00 + $8.00 S/H

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
24/7 credit card answering machine: 732 602-3407   - PayPal Orders MrUFO8@hotmail.com

OTHER ASHTAR COMMAND BOOKS AVAILABLE
   PROJECT WORLD EVACUATION - $20.00

   ASHTAR REVEALING HIS SECRET IDENTITY - $20.00
   ON EARTH ASSIGNMENT - $20.00

   THE SPACE PEOPLE SPEAK - $14.00

Two Books
Above And These

Four Books

12
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DOES A VAST SYSTEM OF CAVERNS EXIST IN THE INTERIOR OF THE EARTH — AND HAS A
“SUPER RACE” OF GIANTS HIDDEN THEMSELVES INSIDE A HOLLOW PLANET IN ORDER TO
KEEP AWAY FROM THE PRYING EYES OF SURFACE DWELLERS? ADMIRAL RICHARD BYRD

VISITED SUCH A “PARADISE,” BUT HIS DISCOVERY REMAINS A CLOSELY GUARDED SECRET

Scientists tell us that the Hollow Earth Theory is bogus, that it’s impossible that an entire civi-
lization might exist below our feet which we know absolutely nothing about. Many claim that an
advanced “Super Race” of humans have hidden themselves from the prying eyes of surface dwell-
ers, and can only be reached by traveling to remote areas of the earth such as the North and South

Poles and the expansive unexplored jungles
of the Amazon where there are closely
guarded entrances to this “Paradise” inside
the Earth. Even the great explorer Admiral
Richard E. Byrd claims to have traveled in-
side the planet where he was greeted by a
fleet of flying saucers and a lost battalion
of Nazi scientists. Here are 5 great books
for your Conspiracy library.
TURN PAGE FOR MORE INFORMATION

13
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ALL BOOKS ARE LARGE FORMAT – EASY TO
READ. ENJOY ONE OR MORE ITEMS, OR
ORDER ALL FIVE INNER EARTH BOOKS

FOR JUST $79.95 $6.00 S/H.

FREE DVD WITH ORDERS OF THREE TITLES
OR MORE FROM THIS AD

Timothy Beckley
Box 753

New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Pay Pal: Mrufo8@hotmail.com

EXPLORE A STRANGE AND HIDDEN REALM KEPT SECRET FROM THE
PRYING EYESÊOF THE PUBLIC. HERE IS  PROOF THAT  A VAST,

UNCHARTED, CIVILIZATIONÊEXISTS INSIDE THE PLANET

PLUS  REVELATIONS ABOUT THE SECRET DIARY OF ONE OF
THE GREATEST ADVENTURERS WHO EVER LIVED

Etidorhpa:ÊStrange History Of A Mysterious Be-
ing And An Incredible Journey INSIDE THE EARTH

by John Uri Lloyd with introduction by Timothy Green Beckley—
THIS IS THE ONLY FULLY AUTHORIZED — COMPLETE — EDITION
OF THIS RARE MANUSCRIPT THAT HAS BEEN UPDATED AND CON-
TAINS ALL MISSING TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS!  For decades over
60 pages of this fascinating manuscript had gone missing — or were
they mysteriously “removed” because of the nature of their content? 
“This book,” maintains Beckley, “is a masterpiece. It is a mystery
within a mystery so intriguing that it has endured for well over a cen-
tury as a mater piece in occult literature.” There are various expla-
nations as to the nature of this tale. . .Is it an absolutely true story of a
trip to the earth’s interior by the author accompanied by a sightless
being with superhuman abilities or is it something a bit more ‘Cloak
and Dagger?’ The author was a member of a secret society — The
Masons? — and his journey to a “Hidden World” can only now be
told. Come with the author as he probes an unseen universe that has
a secret meaning for us all.  SOME SAY IT IS A TESTAMENT TO THE
TRUE NATURE OF THE CREATOR. – Over 300 large size pages —
$22.00

The Secret Lost Diary of Admiral Richard E. Byrd
and The Phantom of the Poles

by Admiral Richard Byrd, William Reed, Commander X and Tim
Swartz—TWO BOOKS IN ONE! In addition to the text of Admiral Byrd’s
diary is a rare, “long lost” manuscript by William Reed who puts for-
ward his theory that we live on the outside of a hollow globe. Based
upon the journals of various seafarers who have explored the regions
around the poles, Reed puts forward the following questions: 1. Why
is the earth flattened at the poles? 2. Why have the poles never been
reached? 3. Why does the sun not appear for so long in winter near
the supposed poles? 4. Assuming that the earth is hollow, the inte-
rior should be warmer. 5. Why does a compass refuse to work when
drawing near the supposed poles?  6. Why are Meteors constantly
falling near the supposed poles? 7. Why are great quantities of dust
constantly found in the Arctic Ocean? 8. What produces the Aurora
Borealis? 9. Why and how are icebergs formed? 10. What causes tidal
waves? 11. What causes colored snow in the Arctic region? 12. Why
are the nights so long in the polar regions? 13. What causes the great
ice-pressure in the Arctic Ocean during still tide and calm
weather? 14. Why is the ice filled with rock, gravel, and sand? This is
a book that will intrigue and fascinate. It is like nothing you have ever
encountered before! — $20.00

Subterranean Worlds Inside Earth (8th Edition)
Authored by Timothy Green Beckley, Contributions by Richard

Shaver—In “Subterranean Worlds Inside Earth,” author Timothy
Green Beckley has collected many stories from a vast wealth of
sources on the subject of what is often called “The Inner Earth
Theory.” The theory holds that the Earth does not consist of molten
metal at its core, as modern science tells us, but is instead quite hol-
low inside, and supports several different races of sentient beings as
well as their impressive underground cities, said to be linked to one
another by underground tunnels with above-ground openings that
the occasional surface-dwelling mortal stumbles on to. Much of the
information Beckley presents comes from Richard Shaver, who one
day began to hear strange voices projected at him as he went about
his work. Following the trail that began with that unearthly auditory
experience, Shaver eventually came to the conclusion that the voices
were coming from somewhere beneath the Earth, from a race of crea-
tures he came to call the “Deros,” (degenerate robots.)  — $15.00

Inner Earth People — Outer Space People: A Min-
ister Reveals The Truth About “Alien Beings.”

by William L Blessing —The author, is a full gospel minister who
wants to share this vital information with you! Based on Scripture,
Rev.Blessing is convinced that there are “three heavens that belong
to the Earth. The Apostle Paul tells us that he was ‘caught up to the
third heaven’ (II Cor. 12:2) and while in that heaven he ‘heard un-
speakable words which it is not lawful for a man to utter.’ (II Cor.
12:4).” Blessing states that this area of “darkness” is inhabited by a
very evil people. Beyond the darkness is the moon and then the as-
teroid or planetoid ring of places inhabited by the outer space
people. Beyond this first heaven is a vaporous ring in which there
are great quantities of ice.” According to Blessing, “The Bible teaches
us that there are people dwelling in the inside of the Earth. For want
of a better name I shall call them Inner Earth People. I would esti-
mate the population of the inner Earth to be ten billion, or about five
times more than those of us who live on the surface of the earth. “There
are 200,000,000 pilots in the flying saucers that circle the earth.”
Approx 300 pages. Published at $29.95 – NOW $25.00

Finding Lost Atlantis Inside The Hollow Earth
by Brinsley Le Poer Trench, Introduction by Dennis Crenshaw—

In addition to being the author of numerous books on UFOs and ex-
traterrestrial archeology, Brinsley Le Poer Trench was for several
decades the editor of the prestigious British Flying Saucer Review.
But, his greatest influence came about as a member of England’s
House of Lords.  Trench, who held the title Earl of Clancarty, long
campaigned in the Halls of Parliament for the Crown to “come clean”
on matters related to close encounters.  While the Earl strongly en-
dorsed the theory that aliens have been coming here since the dawn
of creation, toward the end of his career, his ideas took on a stranger
turn, encompassing the notion that an ancient “pre-deluge” civiliza-
tion existed in what we commonly refer to as the Lost Continent of
Atlantis.  Intermingling with this Atlantean culture were space be-
ings arriving regularly for various reasons, some beneficial, some
destructive. “The result of which,” says Brinsley, “is a long panoramic
narrative in the form of legends and myths, telling us of gods that
come from outer space, who ruled over Atlantis and were the pro-
genitors of our own civilization who fought terrible wars, and made
grotesque monsters and giants that turned upon the gods them-
selves.”  — $20.00

SEE THE COVERS ON PREVIOUS PAGE
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Though not
approved by the
FDA or AMA,
regular users say the plates func-
tion as Transceivers, creating a

field of energy around them-
selves that will penetrate any
material substance. This en-
ergy is very beneficial to all
life. . .PLANT, ANIMAL OR HU-
MAN!

❑ Purple Disc – 1 inch in diameter
– Attach to pet collar or under wa-
ter dish. Create a necklace for your-
self, carry in wallet or shoe.

 — $l7.00 or $3 for $40.00.

❑ Small Plate – 4” x 2” - Best for
using on a painful area. Place un-
der a sheet or pillow, in your favor-
ite chair or car seat.

—$25.00 or 3 for $68.00.

❑ Large Plate – 12”x12” (approx) – Carries more en-
ergy. Excellent for refrigerator shelf. Under a gal-
lon water jug to drink or feed plants. Under mattress.

—$75.00 or 3 for $200.00.

Add $5.00 S/H for discs and medium plates,
or $8.00 for large plate. See inside back cover
for ordering and shipping details.

— ADDITIONAL ITEMS —
(  ) NEW INSTRUCTIONAL DVD NARRATED BY MARIA D’ANDREA—

HOW TO BEST USE YOUR TESLA PLATES—$7

(  ) LOST JOURNALS OF NIKOLA TESLA: TIME TRAVEL, ALTERNA-
TIVE HEALING, NAZI FLYING SAUCERS BY TIM R. SWARTZ—$20

Inner Light • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

AVAILABLE AGAIN
IN THREE SIZES!

ALSO AVAILABLE: TESLA
PATENTS AND INVENTIONS

All in one huge 500 page,
FULLY ILLUSTRATED, volume.

Order — Master Of The Cosmic Flame, $32

Two Items For Serious Students Of
The Occult & Metaphysics Presented By A Master

Teacher From The Atlantian Mystic Lodge
 

 # 1.
PERSONAL DESTINY

READING AND BLESSINGS KIT
 

Supercharged blessings for
personal empowerment. Prepare
to get your MOJO into high gear.

 Send birth information and two questions and
Dragonstar will prepare a special blessing kit just
for you and reveal your life's destiny. — $100.00
 

 # 2.
LIFE STUDY COURSE

Become a verified parapsychologist and receive a "de-
gree" from Dragonstar after completing this exciting
course that will reveal the inner workings of magick and
universal wisdom. Course runs for a year. Diploma is-
sued after "graduation." — $100.00

Canadian & Foreign add $20 for shipping.

SPECIAL: BOTH ITEMS THIS PAGE— LIFE STUDY
COURSE AND BLESSING KIT JUST $180.00

Timothy Beckley
Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

THE CRYSTAL POWER ROD
AS A ”WISH MACHINE”

Also Known Widely As The COSMIC GENERATOR
this device is believed to have originated in Atlantis
and supposedly operates with energy generated by
the operator’s mind, amplified by emotions, feelings,
desires. Once amplified, these “wishes” can be pro-
jected over vast distances to influence others.

WISH MACHINES – MIND MACHINES
They come in various forms and are known as Ra-

dionics, Ociloclasts, or Hieronymous Machines, De-
tector Rods, Symbolic Machines or, put most simply,
Black Boxes regardless of their appearance.

SUPER SECRET DOSSIER INCLUDED
WITH YOUR POWER ROD

Your Crystal Power Rod (may vary slightly from il-
lustration) and Mind Machine Study Guide is sold as
a unit for $75.00 + $5.00 S/H and is obtainable only
from:

Timothy Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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USE THIS ORDER FORM OR MAKE A PHOTO COPY

PUBLISHERS NOTE: This publication is issued on a frequent but non scheduled basis.
It is supported solely by your purchases. To remain on our active list please make a pur-
chase so we can continue in our efforts to make available publications and items found no
where else. If you are writing titles on a sheet of paper please give exact title and issue
number and page if possible.

Mailing Address: Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. Pay Pal
orders get preference and can be sent to our regular email address: MRUFO8@hotmail.com.
We also accept Visa, MC, Discover, Checks, Money Orders and Western Union. 24/7 credit
card hot line: 732-602-3407 (speak clearly and leave all information. It’s a secure answer-
ing machine). Payment to Tim Beckley. My private cell phone is 646 331-6777 to leave a
message. Allow time for delivery. Some items are special orders. No claims can be made.
No refunds!

Shipping & Handling
1 to 2 Items—US $5.00
3 to 5 Items—US $8.00

6 Items or More—US $12.00
Some items cost more because they are heavy. Canadian & Foreign depends on weight

(anywhere from $13 up). We will confirm exact figure if you have an e mail address. Small
surcharge on credit cards overseas. Pay Pal is easiest. Sign up if you don’t have an ac-
count. Future issues may only be available on the net if we do not receive enough orders
from this mailing. So sign up for our FREE pdf version at www.ConspiracyJournal.com and
also receive our on line newsletters. In business since 1965. Thank you.

MAKE ALL PAYMENTS ONLY TO TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY
ITEMS REQUESTED (PLEASE PRINT)

___Money Order ___Check ___Other
___Credit Card Number
Expires
Name
Address
Zip
E mail  NJ residents sales tax 7%
Phone (helpful if we need to contact)                    Total Enclosed

WHEN POSSIBLE PLEASE
RETURN YOUR ADDRESS LABEL
IF THIS ISSUE WAS SENT TO YOU

IN AN ENVELOPE  THROUGH
THE MAIL!

If you do not have a
PayPal Account, we will
simply send a PayPal In-
voice to you and ship
your order when pay-
ment is confirmed.

OVERSEAS AND FOREIGN POSTAGE HAS INCREASED

Timothy Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Carry the THIRD PENTACLE
OF THE SUN TALISMAN.

Guaranteed to. . .

TRIPLE THE POWER OF THE
SPELLS IN ANY OF THE BOOKS

ADVERTISED IN THIS ISSUE!
Authentic replica of an ancient
talisman used by the prophets of
old grants you the ability to ac-
quire immense riches, glory and

renown. Measuring 1” in diameter, this potent amulet
comes on a black satin cord.

$25.00 

Known as the “Dream Stone.” Rub it three
times and it could make your dreams
come true. Actual Hotei may vary from
image depicted here. $25 + $5 S/H. With
Special Report on its “miracle powers.”

Timothy Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

CHAKRACHAKRACHAKRACHAKRACHAKRA
ENERGYENERGYENERGYENERGYENERGY
KITKITKITKITKIT ANDANDANDANDAND

TRAININGTRAININGTRAININGTRAININGTRAINING
COURSECOURSECOURSECOURSECOURSE

Comes Complete With
“Lucky 7” Chakra Oils To Ac-
tivate Your Personal Psychic
Centers.

 There are 7 Chakras that
run along the spine, each hav-
ing its own color and charac-
teristic. This kit contains
seven 1/8 fluid oz. glass vials
with instructions in English
and Spanish.

FREE CHAKRA
HEALING CHART

MINI-POSTER
AND AUDIO CD

Originating in the temples
of Egypt, activating the
Chakras was once used only
by the inner circle of sages and
sacred scribes. Now YOU can
learn the very same secrets of
old to perform modern day
“wonders” of your own.

 
Order The Complete
Chakra Energy Kit
$27.50 + $5.00 S/H
 
Order Everything On

This Page From:
Timothy Beckley

Box 753, New Brunswick
New Jersey 08903


